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Ambient Intelligence For Assisted Living

I Problem
I Ageing population, increasing health care costs
I Need for affordable solutions to prolong seniors’ ability to live

independently

I Goal
I Monitor (typically) in a smart home environment

I Timely alert on emergencies (eg. fall, critical health
conditions)

I Assess performance on daily activities and ability to live
independently

I Assess emotional status
I Early detect deterioration signs

I Challenges
I Affordable, low-cost equipment

I Reduced input reliability

I Unobtrusive Monitoring
I Available equipment often not sufficient
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An interesting use-case

I Activities of Daily Living (ADL)
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Activities of Daily Living & the Barthel index

ADL:

I Moving around, changing position, using the toilet etc

Barthel index:

I “Golden standard” for functional ability determination

ADL Barthel scores Related sensors
Transfer 0: unsafe - no sitting balance* WWU

1: major help (one or two people, physical), can sit Kinect camera
2: minor help (verbal or physical) Microphones
3: independent

Mobility 0: immobile* WWU
1: wheelchair independent, including corners, etc.* Kinect camera
2: walks with help of one person (verbal or physical) Microphones
3: independent (but may use any aid, e.g., stick)

Stairs 0: unable WWU
1: needs help (verbal, physical, carrying aid) Kinect camera
2: independent up and down Microphones



Activities of Daily Living & the Barthel index
I Combine sensors to extract Barthel scores for ADL

WWU_sitting

Sitting, standing, lying Changed position

Many persons (kinect)

Many speakers (mics)

Persons’ proximity 
(kinect)

kinect_sitting

WWU_standing

Kinect_standing

Carer detected Received help

Kinect_speed

Kinect_balance

WWU_speed

WWU_balance

speed

balance

Ease and safety

ADL_transfer
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A Complex Event Recognition Approach

I Input
I Low-level Events (coming from sensors) and contextual

knowledge

I Output
I High-level Events, i.e spatio-temporal/logical combinations of

Low-Level Events

I Requirements
I Temporal reasoning
I Reasoning under uncertainty
I Incorporate expert-provided knowledge



The Event Calculus: Temporal Reasoning

Predicate Meaning

happens(E ,T ) Event E occurs at time T

initiatedAt(F ,T ) At time T a period of time
for which fluent F holds is initiated

terminatedAt(F ,T ) At time T a period of time
for which fluent F holds is terminated

holdsAt(F ,T ) Fluent F holds at time T

I Built-in representation of inertia

holdsAt(F = V ,T )←
initially(F ),
not broken(F = V , 0,T ).

(1)
holdsAt(F = V ,T )←

initiatedAt(F = V ,Ts),
Ts < T ,
not broken(F = V ,Ts ,T ).

(2)

broken(F = V ,Ts,T )←
terminatedAt(F = V ,Tf ),
Ts < Tf < T .

(3)



Probabilistic Logic Programming: Reasoning Under
Uncertainty

ProbLog: A probabilistic logic programming language

I Standard Prolog facts and rules, annotated with probabilities
I p :: α
I p :: α← β1, . . . , βn

I Probabilistic facts correspond to independent random variables

I Formal probabilistic semantics based on possible worlds
(distribution semantics)

I Efficient inference based on BDDs and dynamic programming



Probabilistic Event Calculus: Fusing Sensor Readings

I Rules:

initiatedAt(sitting = true,T )←
happensAt(kinect sitting ,T ).

initiatedAt(sitting = true,T )←
happensAt(wwu sitting ,T ).

I Evidence:

0.8 :: happensAt(kinect sitting , 10)
0.7 :: happensAt(wwu sitting , 11)

I Inference:

P(holdsAt(sitting = true, 11) = 0.8

P(holdsAt(sitting = true, 12) = 0.8 + 0.7− 0.8 · 0.7 = 0.94
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Probabilistic Event Calculus: Modelling Uncertainty

I Crisp rules

initiatedAt(adl transfer = low ,T )←
initiatedAt(transfer with help = true,T ),
holdsAt(ease safety = low ,T ).

initiatedAt(adl transfer = high,T )←
initiatedAt(transfer no help = true,T ),
holdsAt(ease safety = high,T ).
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Probabilistic Event Calculus: Modelling Uncertainty

I Probabilistic rules

p1 :: initiatedAt(adl transfer = low ,T )←
initiatedAt(transfer with help = true,T ),
holdsAt(ease safety = average,T ).

p2 :: initiatedAt(adl transfer = low ,T )←
initiatedAt(transfer with help = true,T ),
holdsAt(ease safety = high,T ).

with p2 < p1
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Interpreting Inference Results for ADL

I Often, all Barthel scores for an ADL have a non-zero
probability

I Choose the one with the highest probability
I Obvious way to choose, but combining scores may give better

indications

I Soft Barthel scores
I Attribute a score based on the two scores with the highest

probability (den. score1 → score2 )
I Eg. 3→ 2: The user performs independently, but there is

some evidence of functional decline
I Eg. 2→ 3: The user performs independently, but there is

some evidence of functional decline



Empirical Evaluation

I USEFIL is an ongoing project, no real data available yet
I ADL Barthel-scoring is an empirical task to be carried out by

humans
I Neither normative data, nor annotated datasets available
I Experiments on synthetic data, to validate that the

formulation works

Case Transfer Help Speed Balance Barthel score
1 yes no fast steady 3
2 yes no normal steady 3
3 yes no slow steady 3 → 2
4 yes no fast unsteady 3 → 2
5 yes no normal unsteady 3 → 2
6 yes no slow unsteady 2 → 3
7 yes yes fast steady 2 → 1
8 yes yes normal steady 2 → 1
9 yes yes slow steady 1 → 2

10 yes yes fast unsteady 1 → 2
11 yes yes normal unsteady 1 → 2
12 yes yes slow unsteady 1
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Empirical Evaluation

Results

crisp smooth strong strong incomplete

precision recall precision recall precision recall precision recall

Transfer
transfer3 1.0 1.0 0.961 1.0 0.783 0.693 0.723 0.686

transfer3→2 1.0 1.0 0.975 0.96 0.574 0.568 0.498 0.573
transfer2→3 1.0 1.0 0.695 0.925 0.407 0.84 0.413 0.764
transfer2→1 1.0 1.0 0.957 0.926 0.260 0.129 0.218 0.145
transfer1→2 1.0 1.0 0.988 0.88 0.444 0.24 0.384 0.114
transfer1 1.0 1.0 0.943 1.0 0.944 0.48 0.784 0.426



Conclusions & Future Work

I Preliminary work, yet part of a real-world, unobtrusive,
distributed monitoring system

I Main goal: Evaluate the use of the Event Calculus in large
distributed applications

Future work:

I Perform experiments with real data

I Apply machine learning techniques to learn the weights of the
knowledge base


